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This paper studied the impact and influence of travel writings on tourist decision making
regarding traveling to Thailand, tourist conceptualizations of Thailand before traveling and
their satisfaction after traveling. The research comprised two projects involving quanti-
tative research and analytical research. The former studied the impact and influence of
travel writings and the differences between the tourists' attitudes before and after traveling
to Thailand and found that, among the top-five guidebooks, Lonely Planet is the most
popular among tourists. It is also found that, before they came to Thailand, what attracted
the tourists the most were Thai hospitality, the breathtakingly beautiful and exotic natural
scenery, and the myriad tourist attractions. After the trip, they found that Thailand's
transportation, food, political stability, and safety were better than described in the books;
whereas its uniqueness, value worthiness, and weather were worse.
The analytical research studied representation of Thailand in travel writings in English
through a stylistic approach, discourse analysis, and conceptions of Orientalism. It found
that the writings provide a socio-cultural overview of Thailand and details of tourist at-
tractions. The otherness of “Thainess” is constructed through Thailand's exotic beauty,
dangers, social problems, political instability, inadequate freedom of expression, and ‘other
habitus’ of Thais. These conceptualizations construct the readers' or tourists' identities as
quality travelers and highly knowledgeable and moral individuals.
Copyright © 2016, Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Kasetsart University.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
The tourism industry is a major economic factor in Thailand.
According to the UN World Tourism Organization, in 2012
Thailand was ranked the fifteenth most popular touristlanga).
rt University.
hosting by Elsevier B.V.
tivecommons.org/licensedestination with 22.4 million visitors (BBC News Magazine,
2012). In 2013, Bangkok was the number one destination for
tourists (Mastercard's New Global Destination Cities Index,
2013). From a global perspective, the tourism industry has
been increasingly commercialized. Along with the growth ofon behalf of Kasetsart University. This is an open access article
s/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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usually get information about a particular destination from
travel guidebooks and/or websites. These travel writings not
only provide necessary and interesting information, but also
lure the readers with persuasive language and narration.
Ngampornchai (2008) examines threeWestern web sites: sites
produced by the U.S. Department of State, Fodor's, and Lonely
Planet. Three Thai sites produced by the Tourism Authority of
Thailand, Web Sawasdee, and Thaiways Magazine are also
studied. The research finds that the above mentioned web-
sites have the common subjects in presenting of Thailand as
follows: rich cultural heritage, the Thai monarchy, natural
beauty, a peace-loving nation, a nature-loving people and a
culture of food, fun, and collectivism. However, as the repro-
duction of the colonial discourse, the Western websites tend
to represent Thailand as having unstable political system,
anarchic society, and untrustworthy people, all of which fos-
ter the idea that the West is superior, while Thailand is
considered as exotic, different, or more exactly, “the other.”
The research also shows that Thai websites express the pro-
cess of internal colonization, where the representation of
Thailand, especially of the rural, was viewed through the Thai
elites.
Although there have been various studies on tourists'
decision making regarding traveling to Thailand, none has
studied the importance of travel writings of Thailand in
English. Thus, the objectives of this research were to
determine: 1) the impact and influence of travel writings on
tourist decision making on traveling to Thailand; 2) tourist
conceptualizations of Thailand before traveling and their
satisfaction after traveling; and 3) the representation of
Thailand in travel writings through a stylistic approach and
discourse analysis.Methodology
The research was divided into two parts: quantitative
research on ‘A Study of the Effect and Influence of English
Travel Writings of Thailand on Travelers’ Decision Making’
and analytical research on ‘Representation of Thailand in
Travel Writings in English: A Study of Style and Discourse’.Table 1 e Travel writings read by tourists visiting
Thailand
Travel writings Number (n ¼ 200)
%Quantitative research data collection
The quantitative research: ‘A Study of the Effect and Influence
of English Travel Writings of Thailand on Travelers’ Decision
Making’ examined the pivotal factors and vital supporting
information that attract travelers to Thailand. The question-
naire employed for data collection focused on the expecta-
tions of Thailand's tourists after reading travel writing texts
and tourists' views after traveling (200 subjects).Lonely Planet 133 66.5
The Rough Guide 19 9.5
Eyewitness Travel Guide 13 6.5
Frommer's Travel Guide 6 3.0
Fodor's 5 2.5
Others 24 12.0
Total 200 100Analytical research methodology
The analytical research studied the representation of
Thailand in travel writings in English through a stylistic
approach, discourse analysis, and conceptions of Orientalism
in the three most read travel writings in the survey:Williams et al., (2009). Lonely Planet: Thailand. (13th ed.).
Melbourne, VIC, Australia: Lonely Planet.
Gray and Ridout. (2009). The Rough Guide to Thailand. (7th
ed.). London: Rough Guides.
Cornwel-Smith, Forbes, Forsyth, Harrison, Henley, Hoskin,
Pattison, Rigg, Rooney and Scott. (2010). Eyewitness Travel:
Thailand. London: DK Publishing.Results
From the survey of 200 tourists visiting Thailand, it was found
that, of the top five bestseller Travel Writings, namely Lonely
Planet, The Rough Guide, Eyewitness Travel Guide, Frommer's
Travel Guide, and Fodor's, Lonely Planet is the most popular
among tourists (Table 1) because of its availability, price, and
reliability. The number of tourists crediting Lonely Planet with
reliability was noticeably high; they commented that Lonely
Planet provided informative and instructive knowledge and
was written by people who had actual experience in Thailand.Interesting features of Thailand
The typical tourists visiting Thailand are interested in culture
and religion, natural sites, food, shopping, history, and
entertainment (Table 2). These correspond with the favorite
topics given in the travel writings they read, which are culture
and religion, food, natural sites, history, entertainment, and
shopping, respectively.Expectations and conceptions of Thailand after reading
travel writings and before traveling
After reading travel writings, the tourists' expectations and
conceptions of Thailandwere high in the items corresponding
to those they had found of interest before reading travel
writings. However, the tourist expectations on hospitality, the
diversity of tourist attractions, uniqueness and exoticism, and
economical value were rather high (Table 3).Expectations, points of interest and conceptions of Thailand
after traveling
The survey of tourist expectations and conceptions of
Thailand after traveling in Thailand shows that tourists were
Table 2 e Main reasons for a visit to Thailand
Item Number (n ¼ 200)
%
Culture and religion 116 58.0





Table 3 e Thailand's characteristics that interest tourists
after reading travel writings
Item Number (n ¼ 200)
%
1 Hospitality 160 80.0
2 Natural sites 151 75.5
3 Diversity of tourist attractions 140 70.0
4 Uniqueness and exoticism 137 68.5
5 Food 120 60.0
6 Culture, history, and religion 114 57.0
7 Economical value 113 56.5
8 Nightlife entertainment 85 42.5
9 Shopping 78 39.0
10 Tropical climate 61 30.5
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of all 18 items (Table 4).
As presented in Table 4, tourists found that their actual
experiences of the items in Table 4 were quite similar to what
was described in traveling writings, especially those items
that had interested them before visiting Thailand: food,
shopping, culture, history, and religion; hospitality, nightlife
entertainment, facilities and service; and uniqueness and
exoticism.Table 4 e Level of satisfaction after traveling in Thailand
Characteristic Level of satisfaction (out of 5a)
Culture, history, and religion 3.11




Facilities and service 3.03
Food 3.19
Safety 3.14
Communication in English 3.10
Transportation 3.41
Traffic 3.12






Uniqueness and exoticism 3.02
a Satisfaction scale: 5.00e4.50 ¼ most satisfied; 4.51e3.01 ¼ very
satisfied; 2.51e3.00 ¼ satisfied; 1.51e2.50 ¼ neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied; 0.51e1.50 ¼ dissatisfiedInterestingly, they found that some items were better than
described in the writings, especially those that Lonely Planet
categorizes under the topic of ‘Dangers & Annoyances’ as
follows:
Transportation and traffic
These two items received a high level of satisfaction because
there are many kinds of public transportation available in
Bangkok and upcountry alike, and prices are cheap. They
thought that traffic in Bangkok was bad but manageable due
to the various kinds of transportation.
Political stability and safety
These two items also received a high level of satisfaction. The
tourists felt that traveling in Thailand was quite safe if proper
precautions were taken.
Communication in English
The tourists found that communication was not a problem
while traveling. Thais can speak (albeit broken) English.
The results show that for 3 items out of all 18 items, re-
spondents were ‘satisfied,’ which is a lower level of satisfac-
tion than that of the rest because they were different from
what was described in the writings. The three items are:
Rural areas and agriculture
The tourists found that, overall, the countryside was urban-
ized and the rural and agricultural areas were not as pristine
as described in the writings.
Tropical climate
It was found that the weather was uncomfortable due to the
humidity and rain.
Economical value
Traveling in Thailand is not as inexpensive as described in the
writings.
The results show that what the tourists experienced and
what is described in travel writings on Thailand in English are
similar in items such as food, shopping, culture, history,
religion and hospitality. However, tourists found that the
writings exaggerated the problems in items such as trans-
portation, safety, and communication. Noticeably, tourists
were disappointed with the items relating to rural areas,
climate, and economical value saying that they were different
from their descriptions in the travel writings. The study of
these travel writing discourses in details is therefore very
useful in understanding how these writings build up some-
what ‘false’ expectations.The discourse of travel writings: Results
It was found that tourists traveling in Thailand formed their
expectations through reading travel writings and were influ-
enced by these writings. Upon close examination, the
research found that the content of the three most read texts
provide a socio-cultural overview of Thailand. The texts are
also focused on the details of tourist attractions, both cultural
and natural, in all regions. Based on the theory of
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Thailand is constructed through the West's tendency to
formulate the world via binarism; such binaries entail a vio-
lent hierarchy, in which one term of the opposition is always
dominant. The binary logic of imperialism is then the ten-
dency of Western thoughts in general to see the world in bi-
naries to establish a relation of dominance: the West as
strong, moral, restrained, democratic, just, expressive,
enlightened; while “the rest” are seen as weak, immoral,
sensitive, totalitarian, unjust, discreet, and unenlightened
(Baldwin, 2004, p. 171).
In terms of language, travel writings have certain dis-
courses to lure readers to travel through the use of words that
suggest uniqueness such as authentic, real, very, actual, and
typical. These writings also indicate ‘strangeness’ by using
words like ‘untouched by civilization,’ ‘remote and unspoilt,’
‘newly discovered,’ ‘almost unknown’ (Razusova, 2009).
The analysis of the texts, Lonely Planet, The Rough Guide, and
The Eyewitness, found the representation of Thailand in four
aspects as follows:
1) Representation of exoticism, uniqueness, and diversity
The results show that from the language and pictures
presented in these writings, Thailand is highlighted as
extraordinary, exotic, and different, especially in natural and
cultural aspects. For example, in The Rough Guide, when
describing the beaches of Koh Samet, the words used are “the
softest, squeakiest sand”, “small but dazzlingly white beaches
are breathtakingly beautiful” (Gray & Ridout, 2009, p. 446). The
Trang beaches are described as “the water was impossibly
clear and the sky incredibly blue.” It is noticeable that the
selection of adjectives and adverbs is very meticulous to
portray exoticism. Picturesque language is used to present the
uniqueness of the floating market at Ratchaburi:
“Vineyards and orchards here back onto a labyrinth of
narrow canals, and every morning between 6 and 11 a.m.
local market gardeners ply these waterways in paddle
boats full of fresh fruit, vegetables and tourist-tempting
soft drinks and souvenirs. Most dress in the deep-blue
jacket and high-topped straw hat traditionally favored by
Thai farmers, so it all looks very picturesque, but the setup
feels increasingly manufactured, and some visitors have
complained of seeingmore tourists than vendors, however
early they arrive.” (Gray & Ridout, 2009, p. 219)
In the example above, the exoticism derives from an un-
common landscape and culture: the labyrinth of narrow ca-
nals, paddle boats, deep-blue jackets and high-topped straw
hats. The description also comments on the authenticity of
the attraction in that the floating market is a “setup.” This
shows that tourists expect to see something ‘authentic’ and
‘genuine,’ rather than manufactured.
The representation of diversity is often pictorial. The
writings juxtapose different aspects, such as a temple and a
picture of Muslim girls to portray the diversity of the south
(Figure 1), an elephant with amahout on the back walking in a
chaotic street in the city, a household God shrine in front of
graffiti.To emphasize the exoticism and uniqueness of Thailand,
the travel writings offer the tourists ways to explore new ex-
periences by learning new things: mahout training, Thai
massage, Buddhist meditation, Thai cookery, et cetera.
2) Representation of danger and social problems
Thailand is presented as having low quality of life, being
dangerous, and unhygienic. Warnings of food poisoning, dis-
ease, crime, accidents, et cetera are emphasized throughout
the writings. At times, these writings criticize the inability of
the government to solve social problems. The following
example is under the title “Thailand's sex industry”.
“The majority of the women who work in the country's
goego bars and “bar-beers” (outdoor hostess bars) come
from the poorest rural areas of north and northeast
Thailand. As economic refugees, they are easily drawn into
an industry in which they can make in a single night what
it takes a month to earn in the rice fields. In some villages,
money sent home by prostitutes in Bangkok far exceeds financial
aid given by the government. Many women from rural com-
munities opt for a couple of lucrative years in sex bars to
help pay off family debts and improve the living conditions
of parents stuck in the poverty trap” (Gray& Ridout, 2009, p.
168) (author's italics).
Furthermore, the writings show that Thai authority and
people are unaware and ignorant of social problems. The
following example from Lonely Planet entitled “Volunteering”
shows the problem of stray animals in Ko Chang.
“You'll probably notice fewer stray animals on Ko Chang
compared to other places in Thailand. This is due to the
efforts of the Koh Chang Animal Foundation […] estab-
lished in 2000 by American Lisa McAlonie. The foundation
is funded entirely by donations, offers free of charge vet
services to the people of Ko Chang, and provides refuge and
treatment for stray animals around the island. […] the
foundation also welcomes day visits from anyone who
want to donate a bit of TLC to help bathe and socialize
abused animals” (Williams et al., 2009, p. 262).
The example shows that problems of animal care in Ko
Chang are ignored by the authorities and the local animals
have to be saved by foreigners. They also encourage tourists to
be Good Samaritans to the helpless local people.
It is evident that these travel writings do more than
introduce interesting places in Thailand. They are also a
criticism of Thailand as being inferior.
3) Representation of political instability and the lack of
freedom in expression
As an overview of the country, in Lonely Planet, for example,
Thailand is presented as a country facing many crises over
time due to military rule, economic crises, political instability,
Muslim separatist insurgency, territorial conflicts with
neighboring countries, et cetera. Other than politics, Thai
culture and education are also scrutinized:
Figure 1 eWhen describing the topic “Deep South,” The Rough Guide juxtaposes the detailed picture of the staircase to Wat
Pha Kho in Sathing Phra with the picture of two Muslim girls to imply the diversity of religion in the south of Thailand (Gray
& Ridout, 2009, pp. 374e375)
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deeply ingrained societal hierarchy: students believe that
teachers occupy the honoured ‘elder’ position, which re-
quires compliance and respect. This educational culture is
an asset when it comes to interaction within Thai society
but is sometimes a handicap when competing against
other nations” (Williams et al., 2009, p. 62).
4) Representation of the ‘otherness’
This research found that Pierre Boudieu's ‘habitus’ is useful
in analyzing power in development in social change. Habitus
means ‘the way society becomes deposited in persons in the
form of lasting depositions, or trained capacities and struc-
tures propensities to think, feel, and act in the determined
ways, which then guide them.’ Criticism of Thai people's
habitus is common in travel writings; Anna Leonowens criti-
cized Thais as ‘lazy, greedy, and frugal’ (Dann, 2008, p. 21). The
stereotype of Thais is presented as easy-going, fun loving, and
playful:
“It is easy to love Thailand: the pace of life is unhurried, the
people are generally friendly and the pressures on the
short-term visitor are relatively few. A smile goes a long
way, chitchat is more important than a to-do list and
doling out compliments is a national sport” (Williams et al.,
2009, p. 45).
“Thais often mix their job tasks with a healthy dose of
socializing. Watch these workers in action and you'll see
them flirting with each other, trading insults or cracking
jokes. The famous Thai smile comes partially out of their
desire to enjoy themselves” (Williams et al., 2009, p. 54).The above examples show ‘Otherness’ of ‘Thainess’. Thus,
the writings imply that the readers are quality travelers and
highly knowledgeable and moral individuals. They show the
superiority of the West and that the power relation is of the
West and ‘the Rest.’Discussion
The research results from both quantitative and
analytical research indicated that the three travel writings
examined show that they were fabricated from various
discourses, that is, discourses of nineteenth century travel
writings, discourses of colonial writings, and discourses of
Orientalism.
It is obvious that the travel writings are not only useful
information about Thailand but also a criticism of Thailand as
the ‘Other’, the inferior, the underdeveloped. The readers
might see themselves as superior, moral, et cetera.
Moreover, the research found that the travel writings
offer a variety of activities in and insights about Thailand and
construct different types of tourist. Thus, tourist identities
are formed and can be divided into four types. The first type
is tourists who visit Thailand for pleasure and entertain-
ment. They enjoy the exotic nature and culture, healthy and
spicy food, and the shopping paradise. The second type is
travelers who are also explorers and adventure seekers.’
They are quality travelers who manage their own trips at a
slow pace and are eager to explore less visited places. Their
traveling is like the discovery of a new world. The third type
is philanthropists who see themselves as Good Samaritans
and travel to save the less fortunate. The last type is learners








Discourse Orientalism Other Texts 
Figure 2 e Process of reading and interpreting texts
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Figure 2).Conclusion
Presently, there are at least 36 publishing houses that produce
travel writings in English and 18 of them offer travel writings
about Thailand: AA TravelGuides, Berlitz, DK Eyewitness, Fodor's,
Footprint, Frommers, Globetrotters Guides, Globetrotters Logbook,
Insight Guides, In Your Pocket, JPM Guides, Let's Go, Lonely Planet,
Luxe City Guides,Mr&Mrs Smith, NewHolland, Rough Guides, and
Thomas Cook Publishing. The number of travel writings of
Thailand in English shows that travel writing books are big
business. Each has a distinctive presentation but the most
read by tourists in this research was Lonely Planet; tourists
commented that Lonely Planet is informative and reliable.
Since the target of Lonely Planet is backpackers whose traveling
behavior is spontaneous rather than highly planned, this
travelogue is full of information on all aspects imaginable.
Although the tourists being surveyed were of various types in
terms of career, income, et cetera, and they might not all be
backpackers, they found that Lonely Planet offers details of
exotic places, transportation, accommodation, and restau-
rants as well as overviews, orientation, and preparation.
Tourists found that some items described in travelingwritings
and their actual experiences are similar, especially the items
that interested the tourists before visiting Thailand: food,
shopping, culture, history, and religion, hospitality, nightlifeentertainment, facilities and services, and uniqueness and
exoticism. However, some items are not similar, such as rural
areas and economical value. Tourists also found that these
writings exaggerated the problems in items such as trans-
portation, safety, and communication. This corresponds with
the study of three travel writings (Lonely Planet, The Rough
Guide, Eyewitness Travel) which represent Thailand as a coun-
try of danger and social problems, political instability, and
lack of freedom of expression. All in all, these travel writings
adopt Western perspectives and form the identity of the
tourists as superior while depicting Thailand as “the Other.”Conflict of interest
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